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BIO FILTREX 
DEGEASER FOR HOOD FILTERS 

 
DESCRIPTION 
BIO FILTREX is a biotechnology-based degreaser for floors. BIO FILTREX is a 
new born technology that is economical if used properly. BIO FILTREX 
biodegrades rapidly grease & oil and ensures a maximum filter life.  
BIO FILTREX is safe to handle and 100% environmental, it is non corrosive and 
pH neutral. 
 
DIRECTIONS 
Facultative daily treatment procedure: 
At the end of each working day, without removing filters and while ventilation is 
still on, spray 3 to 5 mists of BIO FILTREX on filters area exposed to grease 
vapors. 
 
Cleaning procedure (Bi-monthly): 
A - Remove the filters, spray 3 to 5 mists of BIO FILTREX on both sides of the 
filters, rinse them for one minute under warm water and wipe clean. 
B - After wiping clean, spray 3 to 5 mists of BIO FILTREX on both sides of the 
filters. Then, put filters back into place and continue the daily treatment. 
 
For professional use only – Product not regulated by W.H.M.I.S. 
Warning: May cause eye irritation. 
Precautionary measures: Do not ingest. No special personal protection 
equipment required. Avoid contamination of food in the application and storage of 
the product. 
 
First Aid:   
Eyes: Flush with plenty of water for at least 15 minutes, occasionally lifting the 
upper and lower eyelids. 
Ingestion: Drink several glasses of water or milk. Seek medical attention. 
 
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN 
Ingredients: water, nonionic surfactants, bacterial culture, perfume, color. 


